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Abstract: Agricultural intensification is increasing global demand for water, with groundwater especially susceptible given its year-round reliability. Climate change impacts on groundwater recharge exacerbate uncertainties for future access and use, especially for large aquifers across alluvial plains such as the Indus Basin of Pakistan. To generate better understanding of climate change impacts on groundwater balances in such contexts, we used MODFLOW 2005 to quantify the groundwater budget of the Northern Rohri Canal Command Area under RCP 4.5 and 8.5 climatic scenarios, while also taking climatic regionalisation into account. Under a baseline scenario, total annual pumping in the northern Rohri command was estimated to be 3.619 billion cubic metres (BCM), and the total net loss in storage over the simulation period from October 2010 to April 2014 was estimated at 1.244 BCM per year. By 2047, net decline in storage is projected to more than double to 2.185 per year under RCP 4.5 scenario and 2.214 under RCP 8.5. Our estimates suggest that a sustainable yield across the command area should be managed at approximately \( 3 \pm 0.3 \) BCM per year to ensure sufficient adaptive reserves of groundwater for access during times of drought and inadequate surface supply, while also reducing waterlogging impacts from high watertables. This first-time estimate of sustainable yield provides irrigation system managers with an overall guide from which divisional-scale measures to achieve the goal can be identified through stakeholder engagement.
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1. Introduction

Groundwater is an essential source of water for irrigation, industry, and human consumption. Across the Indus Basin Irrigation System (IBIS) of Pakistan, access to groundwater allows farmers to irrigate crops on demand, compensating for temporal and spatial shortages in IBIS canal water supplies. Farmers thus use groundwater as a dependable supplemental supply to irrigate their crops according to requirements [1,2]. Recent estimates suggest that groundwater provides up to 60% of Pakistan’s irrigation supply [3], with Pakistan now the third-largest user of groundwater for irrigation in the world [4]. However, access to groundwater also varies from year to year, depending on climatic conditions and river flows. In some parts of the IBIS, increased use of groundwater is enabled by the accumulation of fresh groundwater due to seepage from canals and irrigation return...
flows, allowing farmers in such areas to increase cropping intensity, thus helping address the nation’s food security needs. During dry years and times of low canal supply, groundwater supply is critical. This can also be observed from the increasing rate of tubewells in Pakistan, with an estimated 1.39 million in operation in 2019, and broad consensus that rates of groundwater pumping exceed recharge [5]. Such imbalances not only mean that groundwater levels are in decline [6], but there is also increasing risk of saline intrusion [7], reduced groundwater quality [8], and higher pumping costs borne by farmers [9]. In the irrigated and coastal regions of Sindh province, these problems are more severe because of seawater intrusion, poor irrigation practices, and industrial effluents that further worsen groundwater quality. A total of 75% of groundwater in Sindh is saline and 70% of tubewells pump saline water [10]. Managing the use of marginal and brackish groundwater will require farmers to adopt improved conjunctive management strategies.

Climate change is already changing the functioning of natural ecosystems, including groundwater. Pakistan is especially susceptible, ranked seventh most affected country by climate change in the Global Climate Risk Index [11]. Most of the country is arid or semi-arid with temporal and spatial variability in climatic parameters, making it crucial to understand the impacts of climate change on water availability and management. Yet one IPCC report noted a global dearth of research on the potential impacts of climate change on groundwater [12], even though its share in the use of water worldwide has increased, especially in arid and semi-arid regions. The effects of climate change on groundwater are not straightforward. There is a substantial uncertainty in the estimation of magnitude and trends of climate change in terms of rainfall, temperature, evapotranspiration, and vapour pressure [13]. While it might be assumed that greater rainfall leads to increased recharge, there are exceptions. Such a link can be affected by rainfall seasonality, intensity, humidity, air temperature, and crop evapotranspiration under changing climatic conditions. While projections of increased rainfall variability may increase groundwater recharge due to intense rainfall that eventually infiltrates to become part of the watertable, projected higher temperatures under climate change mean higher rates of crop evapotranspiration, resulting in less net recharge of groundwater.

Groundwater flow modelling provides a simulation environment to assess the impact of climatic stress on the groundwater system. Several studies in the Central Indus Basin used groundwater modelling to assess the impact of external stresses (e.g., [14,15]). In the Lower Indus Basin, groundwater modelling studies have been conducted at small spatial scales to study groundwater hydraulics and hydro salinity behaviour (e.g., [16–18]). Studies related to the impacts of climatic change on groundwater in the Lower Indus Basin are limited, especially at the regional scale.

Given the lack of research and considerable uncertainty, a practical way forward is to pursue more local-focused research so that the particular combination of parameters that may be influenced by climate change in particular places can be determined, which can then offer suggestions for management and planning relevant to those places. The current study was therefore designed to evaluate groundwater resources for the Northern Rohri Canal Command Area, a component of the IBIS located in the Sindh province of Pakistan, where irrigation with marginal quality groundwater and a changing climate are resulting in increased risk to agricultural production. The possible parameters of interest include rainfall and crop evapotranspiration, and increased groundwater extractions for irrigated regions, as these parameters may behave differently under a changing climate. The primary objectives of the study were to: (1) delineate zones with similar characteristics based on long-term trends of rainfall and evapotranspiration datasets; (2) identify the statistically significant trends in different zones for rainfall or evapotranspiration based on future trends; and (3) quantify and assess groundwater sustainability with respect to water levels and water balance.
2. Hydrogeology of the Lower Indus Basin

The Lower Indus Basin (LIB) lies in the Himalayan foredeep—a region of subsidence in front of the Himalayan belt. The alluvial complex of the LIB forms a highly permeable unconfined aquifer. The thickness of the alluvium is not known accurately but it exceeds 182 metres over large parts of the basin [19]. Hydraulic conductivity varies between 10 and 20 metres/day (m/d) with anisotropy $k_h:k_v$ between 100 and 500, and specific yield ranges from 5 to 15% [20,21].

The pattern of the regional flow follows the direction of the river quite closely though some of the flow drains towards the desert in the east and the hills in the west. The groundwater has its origin in the river system which has been flowing through the valley since late Tertiary times in contrast to the central and upper Indus plains where rainfall contributes significantly to recharge [22]. Historically, the watertable has remained shallow. A generally rising watertable trend (moving upward) has prevailed in recent times [23], with 32% of the canal command area under shallow watertables (1.6 to 3 m), and approximately 60% considered waterlogged (in the range of 0.25 to 1.5 m) [24].

Major recharge in the region can be attributed to the river system, canal leakages, and infiltration from irrigation return flows. In recent years (i.e., 2010, 2011, and 2022), short-duration high-rainfall events have occurred across the region, which would be a significant contribution to recharging the aquifer and requires further investigation. Due to shallow watertables, direct evapotranspiration from the groundwater is also significant in the LIB. Groundwater use in the LIB is moderate and mostly concentrated in freshwater zones. The reason for this is the constraint on the useable volume in some areas due to the presence of salinity and high arsenic contamination [25,26].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area

The study area chosen is the Northern Rohri Canal Command Area (CCA), supplied from the left bank of Sukkur Barrage, which covers an intensively cultivated area across the districts of Sukkur, Khairpur, Naushero Feroze, and Shaheed Benazirabad (Figure 1). The study area has four major canals and is divided into five irrigation divisions, i.e., Khairpur West, Khairpur East, Rohri, Dad, and Nasrat divisions. Surface irrigation is the main source and groundwater is secondary but significant, especially between the Indus River and Rohri Canal. The geographical region of the study area is mostly arid and semi-arid, with low annual rainfall and higher evapotranspiration rates, and where temperature increments are expected to be greater than average. May and June have maximum temperatures which can exceed 45 °C, while January is considered the coldest month when temperatures can go below 10 °C. Most rainfall occurs in the months of July, August, and September, with mean annual rainfall ranging between 100 mm to 200 mm. An increasing shortage of surface water has led to a dramatic increase in groundwater use. The groundwater in the area ranges from fresh along the Indus River to marginally fresh and saline across the CCA, dictating where groundwater is likely to be used for irrigation.

3.2. Input Data

Table 1 shows the input dataset used in the study, and a description of the preprocessing of the raw dataset is provided below for acquiring the final data used to model the groundwater system.

3.2.1. Aquifer Properties

A database of 163 bores with logs was compiled from sources provided by Sindh Irrigation Department (SID), WAPDA’s SCARP Monitoring Organization (SMO), and from various previous field studies. These logs were scanned, georeferenced, and compiled in a lithology database. The borelogs, including additional logs from drilling undertaken in our case study sites, were used to estimate hydraulic conductivity, specific yield, specific storage, and porosity.
3.2. Input Data

Table 1 shows the input dataset used in the study, and a description of the pre-processing of the raw dataset is provided below for acquiring the final data used to model the groundwater system.

Table 1. Summary of datasets, their resolution, and sources used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Data</th>
<th>Spatial and Temporal Resolution</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potential Evapotranspiration</td>
<td>Monthly, 25 km × 25 km</td>
<td>Derived from Temperature datasets using Blaney-Criddle approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2. Precipitation and Temperature

Average monthly temperature and precipitation data over ninety years (2010–2099) for Sindh were acquired from the Numerical Modelling Group of Research and Development Division, Pakistan Metrological Department (PMD). In the current study, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5, both medium and high-end scenario were used. Details for processing methods of the climate dataset can be found in [27].

3.2.3. Evapotranspiration

The number of weather stations with long-term or multi-parameter data records in the Indus Basin is limited and the climate data in much of the region are limited to maximum and minimum temperatures, and rainfall. For our study, we therefore used the Blaney–Criddle Equation (1) to calculate potential evapotranspiration (ETo) using temperature estimated for RC 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios. This is a temperature-based method and can be calculated from the mean temperature as a function of latitude and longitude (see...
Equation (1)). These data were re-gridded on the groundwater model grid of 1000 m by 1000 m using kriging interpolation.

\[
ET_0 = p \times (0.46 \times T(\text{mean}) + 8)
\]

where \(ET_0\) is the reference crop evapotranspiration (mm/d); \(T(\text{mean})\) is the mean daily temperature (°C); and \(p\) is the mean daily percentage of annual daytime hours.

Table 1. Summary of datasets, their resolution, and sources used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Spatial and Temporal Resolution</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Climatic Regionalisation and trend analysis</strong></td>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>Monthly, 25 km × 25 km</td>
<td><a href="https://www.pmd.gov.pk/rnd/rndweb/rnd_new/climchange_ar5.php">https://www.pmd.gov.pk/rnd/rndweb/rnd_new/climchange_ar5.php</a> (accessed on 3 January 2024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potential Evapotranspiration</td>
<td>Monthly, 25 km × 25 km</td>
<td>Derived from Temperature datasets using Blaney-Criddle approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Groundwater model</strong></td>
<td>Topography</td>
<td>90 m × 90 m</td>
<td><a href="https://csidotinfo.wordpress.com/data/srtm-90m-digital-elevation-database-v4-1/">https://csidotinfo.wordpress.com/data/srtm-90m-digital-elevation-database-v4-1/</a> (accessed on 3 January 2024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aquifer properties</td>
<td>163 borelogs spatially spread in the study area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>River, canal, and drainage hydraulic properties</td>
<td>Properties at main regulators. Interpolated at every kilometre.</td>
<td>Sindh Irrigation Department and Sindh Irrigation and Drainage Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial water levels</td>
<td>Bi-annually from 2010 to 2014, 59 spatial points observed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface water supplies</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumping</td>
<td>Extraction per unit square km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4. River and Drainage Properties

The river, canal, and drainage aquifer interaction can be represented by the conductance such that the seepage from/to the river is proportional to the head in the river stage and head in the aquifer cell. In order to define the conductance, river, canal, and drainage hydraulic properties at the main regulators and control sections were collected from SID. These were digitised and interpolated for model cells.

3.2.5. Groundwater Pumping

In order to estimate the pumping, a survey was conducted to estimate a density of 5 wells per square kilometre. Most of the private tube wells have a capacity of 1–2 cusecs and pump for an average of 8 h per day. At the tail reaches, groundwater was the sole source of irrigation, and at the mid reaches, farmers used groundwater during periods of surface water shortages.

3.3. Methods

Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the overall methodology. In the first step, climatic regionalisation was carried out for Sindh using Spatial K’luster Analysis using the Tree Edge Removal (SKATER) algorithm [28]. In the second step, trend analysis was performed using Mann–Kendall and Sen’s slope statistics on datasets of precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (PET) for 2010–2099 [29,30]. In the third step, a groundwater flow model using MODFLOW 2005 [31] was calibrated for the study area from October 2010 to
April 2014 and simulated until 2047 for generating future water level and budget timeseries. Then, a detail groundwater sustainability assessment was performed using these simulated timeseries of water level and water budget.

3.3.1. Climate Regionalisation

Regionalising is a valuable technique used frequently in disciplines dealing with large spatial datasets. The goal is to preserve the patterns in the dataset and produce homogeneous and contiguous clusters. The SKATER method [28] was chosen to regionalise Sindh based on projected annual average precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. Its efficiency for regionalisation is because it “combines the use of a minimum spanning tree with combinational optimisation techniques” [28] (p. 809). SKATER represents the objects as graphs that captures adjacency relationships among objects as connections.

3.3.2. Trend Analysis

The Mann–Kendall trend [29] was used to detect any statistically significant trends in precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, and droughts in the future due to climate change. This is a non-parametric test and suitable for those data series where the trend is assumed to be monotonic (i.e., the trend is continuously increasing or continuously decreasing). The test was conducted on a significant level $\alpha$: 0.05, meaning that there is a 5% probability that the values are from a random distribution, and with that probability, it would be erroneous to reject the null hypothesis (Ho) of no trend. For prediction of the magnitude of the true slope of hydro-climatic time series data, a non-parametric Sen’s slope estimator [30] method was used.

3.3.3. Groundwater Flow Model Development

Water balance assessment was performed via calibration of the groundwater flow model (i.e., MODFLOW 2005 [31]) from October 2010 to April 2014. A monthly water balance was quantified. MODFLOW 2005 uses a continuity equation for water balance (Equation (2)) and a finite difference scheme to solve it numerically:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( k \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( k \frac{\partial h}{\partial y} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( k \frac{\partial h}{\partial z} \right) = S_o \frac{\partial h}{\partial t} + W_o$$

where $h$ = hydraulic head; $k$ = permeability; $S_o$ = storativity; and $W_o$ = source/sink

Model Conceptualisation and Discretisation

The conceptualisation of the various components of this hydro system is shown in Figure 3. We considered a two-layered aquifer system. The top of Layer 1 is defined by the surface topography obtained from NASA’s surface radar topography mission’s (SRTM) digital elevation model (DEM), which was upscaled to the model grid. The top layer, which extends from the surface to approximately 35 m, is an unconfined layer that includes the Indus River, canals, drains, and shallow private tubewells. The thickness of Layer 2 is
between 22 and 306 m, which varies based on the bottom of the aquifer as defined by borelogs. This layer includes deep private tubewells, as well as deep scavenger tubewells, which extract groundwater for disposal into drains. These layers also interact through leakage between them.

Figure 3. Model conceptualisation and typical cross-section of the model. Red cells are pumping cells, and green cells show river cells. Arrow shows the water balance components.

The sub-regional model of Sindh is bounded between 376,000 and 523,000 metres east and between 2,872,000 and 3,078,000 metres north. The spatial grid of the model is 1000 m (east) by 1000 m (north) size, with 206 rows and 147 columns. A monthly stress period divided into three time steps was considered for temporal discretisation. The model was calibrated from October 2010 to April 2014 to cover the Rabi and Kharif cropping seasons. Then, the model was simulated through to 2047 for impact assessment of climate change on the groundwater budget. Initial heads were assigned using the SMO dataset post-2015, and point data were interpolated on the model grid using kriging interpolation.

Aquifer Parameterisation

Aquifer parameterisation was performed for two-layer conceptualisation. Based on the material appearing in the borelogs, an initial value was assigned from the standard values for the material, and then kriging interpolation was performed to generate the gridded values. Based on the initial values, the distribution of conductivity and specific yield values is generally higher throughout the study area. There is also a prominent low value zone in the northeast section of the model which coincides with the outcrop areas. Table 2 shows the ranges for the initial values of the parameters. Zonation and adjustment were performed on these initial values during the calibration.

Table 2. Initial values of aquifer parameters assigned to the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kh [m/d]</th>
<th>Kh:Kv</th>
<th>Depth [m]</th>
<th>Sy [-]</th>
<th>Ss [l/m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer-1</td>
<td>21.5 to 33</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.12 to 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer-2</td>
<td>12 to 35</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22–306</td>
<td>0.01 to 0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial and Boundary Conditions

Initial water levels were assigned based on the initial values for October 2010. Initial water levels are generally shallow in the study area, particularly along the major canals. Therefore, direct evapotranspiration (EVT) from groundwater is expected to be high. In order to capture this phenomenon, evapotranspiration boundary condition based on extinction depth was applied. Monthly data was used for each stress period in the study area, and temporal EVT rates obtained by multiplying potential EVT with crop coefficients were used as a model input. In June and July, maximum EVT rates exceeded 300 mm per month, and varied spatially, with highest values occurring from farm fields. The extinction depth was
estimated by using 163 borelogs from the districts of Sukkur, Khairpur, Naushero Feroze, and Shaheed Benazirabad and interpreting the near surface borelog. The extinction depths assigned to each log were adopted from [32]. Major contributions to recharge are from rainfall and irrigation, so a recharge boundary was assigned to quantify these. This was estimated by aggregating recharge from rainfall, canal irrigation, and tubewell irrigation. Basin and furrow irrigation methods are widely used for supplying water to wheat, cotton, vegetable, fruit, and fodder crops during Rabi and Kharif seasons in the study area. The irrigation water supply of the canal command area was estimated for the modelled area on a monthly basis. Since surface irrigation methods are deemed to be 40 to 60 percent efficient, it was estimated that 50 to 60 percent of irrigation water in the modelled area contributed to the aquifer as recharge. The amount was adjusted spatially and temporally during the calibration process. Based on the water supply, each grid cell was assigned returns from irrigation for each monthly stress period.

The river and canals were taken as river boundary cells. The river and canal system in the model is defined by segmenting the river and canal into reaches, such that each reach resides in a single cell so that the area required for calculating conductance is taken for each grid cell. The thickness of bed material (m) is assumed to be 1, with riverbed conductivity included as a model calibration parameter. A similar approach was taken for the drainage boundary.

Calibration

Calibration is a process of varying the quantity and spatial distribution of uncertain model parameters within a probable range until a sufficient consistence of modelled and measured data is achieved. The procedure involves adjusting aquifer hydraulic properties, storage, boundary conditions, and system stresses (recharge, evaporation, river and canal–aquifer interactions) such that the model is capable of simulating both spatial and temporal responses. In this study, the strategy we adopted for calibration involved the following:

1. In Step 1, we divided the aquifer into different zones based on the aquifer properties in the area. Zones were defined based on interpretation of aquifer parameters, and then units with similar properties were grouped.
2. Each unit was assigned a zone number, in which a multiplier was used to adjust the input parameter values.
3. In Step 2, we divided the model domain into different recharge/discharge zones based on irrigation divisions in the model domain. A multiplier was assigned for each parameter to adjust the sink and source terms in each zone, including: (i) rainfall recharge; (ii) irrigation recharge; (iii) evapotranspiration; and (iv) pumping.
4. Fifty-nine observation wells were considered for calibration to compare the observed versus simulated water heads. Model calibration was performed for 42 stress periods from October 2010 to April 2014. The head measured in October 2010 (post-monsoon) was taken as the initial head condition. Observed heads were arranged for the post- and pre-monsoon season for each year from 2010 to 2014.

3.3.4. Scenario Assessment

Scenario assessment was performed to evaluate the impact of policy intervention to ensure the sustainable use of groundwater in Sindh. The starting point for these scenarios was the initial head conditions observed in October 2010. The following scenarios were assessed to establish future management policy for sustainable use of groundwater:

1. Scenario 1: Baseline/no change. This scenario assumes that pumping will remain the same as for the calibrated model and is used as a base case to compare with other scenarios.
2. Scenario 2: 10% decrease in surface water supply. This scenario was developed in consultation with SID to assist in understanding its impact on freshwater zones. In this scenario, water supply in the early Kharif period (i.e., April to July) was reduced by 10% of historical amounts.
Scenario 3: 10% increased pumping. In this scenario, pumping was increased from the freshwater zone in the same early Kharif period to help identify threshold depth and time scale of depletion, thus helping to set extraction limits for the freshwater lens.

Scenario 4: 10% increased pumping and 10% decrease in water supply. In this scenario, pumping was increased for freshwater zone while overall surface water supply was decreased for the early Kharif period to depict a water shortage scenario.

Scenario 5: Climate change scenarios. Two scenarios were created where water balance assessment was performed using RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 time-series climatic predictions input data.

4. Results

4.1. Regionalisation

Given the significant climate variability across Sindh, the province was divided into five homogenous regions using the SKATER algorithm, drawing on two factors: the spatial contiguity of the dataset, and similarity of key parameters, being the average annual precipitation and PET. These five zones are shown in Figure 4a. Zone 1 (Central) covers the Khairpur, Naushero Feroze, Shaheed Benazirabad, Sanghar, Hyderabad, Dadu, Tando Allahyar, and Matiari districts. Zone 2 (South-Eastern) includes the desert districts of Umar Kot, Badin, and Tharparkar. Zone 3 (Upper) includes districts with high temperatures like Kashmore–Kandhkot, Jacobabad, Ghotki, Sukkur, Shikarpur, Larkana, and Qambar Shahdadkot. Zone 4 (South-Western) contains the districts of Sujawal, Thatta, and lower parts of Karachi. Zone 5 (West) includes Jamshoro and upper parts of the Karachi district. The following sections provide the statistical analysis of spatiotemporal variability for the two climate parameters. The focus of the study is on the intensively cultivated areas of northern Rohri, which includes the Central and Upper Zones (1 and 3).

4.2. Spatiotemporal Precipitation Trends for Northern Rohri CCA

Tables for precipitation trend analysis results are provided as Supplementary Material. The analysis shows future precipitation increasing in the south-eastern Zone 2 for both RCP scenarios, especially in the Tharparkar district. Our study area of interest (AOI), the Northern Rohri CCA, shows a non-significant increasing trend of precipitation in both scenarios. The RCP 4.5 scenario analysis for Zones 1 and 3, wherein our study area is located, reveals that maximum average precipitation (mm/day) and standard deviations are high for the months of July, August, and September, especially for Zone 1 (the southern areas of our study area). The Mann–Kendall (MK) monthly precipitation trends for both these zones show an increasing trend for March and for September to December and a decreasing trend for other months. There is a significantly decreasing trend early in the monsoon period (July and July) for both zones, which suggests a delay in the monsoon period that historically occurs from June to September towards the months of August to October. Sen’s slope (Q) analysis shows the magnitude of the trends in mm/year, which for both zones are significantly negative for June to August, but positive for September to November. According to the RCP 8.5 high emission scenario analysis, the maximum average precipitation and standard deviations are again high in both Zones 1 and 3 for the months of August and September, and mostly higher than for the RCP 4.5 scenario. The Mann–Kendall monthly precipitation trends show an increasing trend for a longer period from January through to March as well as for September to December for both zones. The trend for the RCP 8.5 scenario again suggests a delay in the monsoon with a significantly decreasing trend in participation for June and July, coupled with a highly significant increase in future winter precipitation. Sen’s slope (Q) analysis reveals that the magnitude of precipitation trend in the first five months of the year is approximately zero, significantly negative for June to August, and significantly positive for September to December.
Figure 4. (a) Climate zones produced after running the SKATER algorithm; (b) spatiotemporal pattern of precipitation (mm); (c) spatiotemporal pattern of potential evapotranspiration. AOI refers to the Northern Rohri CCA as our area of interest and is replicated across all maps.

4.3. Spatiotemporal Potential Evapotranspiration Trends (PET) for Northern Rohri CCA

After calculating PET using Blaney Criddle’s equation, the spatiotemporal trends for Sindh were analysed. Tables for PET trend analysis results are provided as Supplementary Material. Significantly increasing PET trends are observed in Zone 3 for all three future periods shown, and a generally increasing trend is observed for our study area under both scenarios. Under the RCP 4.5 scenario, the PET trends for Zones 1 and 3 greatly increased over time in summer, while they decreased during winter months. The Mann–Kendall (Z) and Sen’s slope (Q) analyses both show negative PET trends for just two months (March and April), with a highly increasing PET trend for all remaining months.

Under the RCP 8.5 scenario, PET is at its maximum in June and July, with a high increase in PET across the summer months. The Mann–Kendall and Sen’s slope analyses reveal negative trends for just two months (March and April), with a highly increasing PET trend for all remaining months.

4.4. Groundwater Model Calibration

Figure 5 shows spatial calibration for 59 observation points obtained at the end of the model calibration period (April 2014). At the end of the model calibration, most (39) piezometers in the study area showed a low residual value (i.e., a difference between the observed and the simulated water levels) in the range of 0–1 m, with 20 having a higher
residual, mostly located towards the northern end (18 in the range of 1–2 m, and two greater than 2 m). A root mean square value of 0.82 and absolute mean error of 0.62 m were obtained, suggesting an acceptable calibration of the simulated water levels over the model domain.

**Figure 5.** Calibration statistics.

4.5. Modelled Water Balance

The modelled water balance we undertook for Layers 1 and 2 for the period 2010 to 2014 confirms that the major inflow to Layer 1 is recharge (3.943 BCM) followed by an upward flow from Layer 2 (2.051 BCM), with the Indus contributing 1.16 BCM. Recharge from the Indus has been curtailed in recent times due to the construction of levies to control flooding during high flows, and significant upstream diversions. In its natural state, the Indus would have more frequently breached its banks during monsoon floods. The reduced recharge from the river has now been supplemented by increased recharge from canal seepage and irrigation. Significant outflows from Layer 1 are a result of pumped extractions (2.942 BCM) and the downward flow of groundwater to Layer 2 (2.48 BCM). The overall movement of water between Layers 1 and 2 indicates that Layer 1 is, on balance, contributing to inflows to Layer 2. It is important to ensure that an overall reversal of these gradient flows does not occur as this would lead to salinity transport from the lower layer to the upper layer, with the increased salinity in the upper layer likely to reduce crop productivity and thus undermine farming family livelihoods. The other significant loss from the top layer is through evapotranspiration (1.606 BCM), indicating the prevalence of shallow watertables in the model area.

In addition to the downward inflows to Layer 2 from Layer 1, there is a small amount of Layer 2 recharge occurring near the Kirther formation outcrop in the Khairpur district. However, the largest outflows from Layer 2 are actually upward flows to Layer 1, indicating that, in some areas of the model, groundwater pumping has become so significant.

The observed levels during the calibration in each irrigation division showed groundwater level declines in response to pumping as well as recovery following monsoonal rainfall recharge. Almost all pumping in the model domain is from the shallow (Layer 1) watertables that had developed due to rainfall, canal seepage, and irrigation return flows. These shallow freshwater lenses provide an opportunity for farmers to extract groundwater for irrigation. The bore responses show that water levels are either stable or declining by less than 1 m during the calibration period (October 2010 to April 2014). This result is reassuring given that approximately 3 BCM of groundwater is used annually in this area by farmers as supplementary irrigation when surface water supplies are inadequate. However, improved monitoring is required in areas with declining water levels to ensure the water quality of the freshwater lens does not decline at current extraction rates. Access to this groundwater allows farmers to maintain crop productivity and is an important supplementary source safeguarding their livelihoods.
4.5. Modelled Water Balance

The modelled water balance we undertook for Layers 1 and 2 for the period 2010 to 2014 confirms that the major inflow to Layer 1 is recharge (3.943 BCM) followed by an upward flow from Layer 2 (2.051 BCM), with the Indus contributing 1.16 BCM. Recharge from the Indus has been curtailed in recent times due to the construction of levies to control flooding during high flows, and significant upstream diversions. In its natural state, the Indus would have more frequently breached its banks during monsoon floods. The reduced recharge from the river has now been supplemented by increased recharge from canal seepage and irrigation. Significant outflows from Layer 1 are a result of pumped extractions (2.942 BCM) and the downward flow of groundwater to Layer 2 (2.48 BCM). The overall movement of water between Layers 1 and 2 indicates that Layer 1 is, on balance, contributing to inflows to Layer 2. It is important to ensure that an overall reversal of these gradient flows does not occur as this would lead to salinity transport from the lower layer to the upper layer, with the increased salinity in the upper layer likely to reduce crop productivity and thus undermine farming family livelihoods. The other significant loss from the top layer is through evapotranspiration (1.606 BCM), indicating the prevalence of shallow watertables in the model area.

In addition to the downward inflows to Layer 2 from Layer 1, there is a small amount of Layer 2 recharge occurring near the Kirther formation outcrop in the Khairpur district. However, the largest outflows from Layer 2 are actually upward flows to Layer 1, indicating that, in some areas of the model, groundwater pumping has become so significant that gradients between the layers may have reversed and an upward flow is occurring. This will need to be managed to avoid upward transport of deeper dissolved salts, reducing the useability of freshwater lenses in the upper layer. The other major outflow from Layer 2 involves boundary outflows (0.859 BCM) along the model’s eastern boundary towards the Thar Desert. There is also a small amount of pumping by SCARP tubewells from Layer 2 (0.307 BCM) which is used for vertical drainage. This is where groundwater from the deeper layer is pumped into drainage channels so that the saline water can be removed via the Left Bank Outfall Drain (LBOD) to the sea.

4.6. Modelled Water Balance for the Longer-Term Scenario

The water balance for the scenarios based on historical climatic cycles is presented in Table 3. All values are in BCM and are averaged over the 32 years of simulation. In the baseline scenario, the two major components of the water balance inflows are recharge from irrigation and river/canal leakages (4.282 BCM). The major outflow is from wells (3.619 BCM) and evapotranspiration (1.754 BCM). The net loss for the baseline scenario is $-1.244$ BCM, which is equivalent to a 73 mm/year decline in average water levels. Reducing canal supplies by 10% during early Kharif (Scenario 2) will not have a significant change in the average groundwater recharge over the simulation period as compared with the baseline scenario. Net storage will only decrease slightly from $-1.244$ (baseline) to $-1.343$ BCM (Scenario 2). The 10% increase in pumping scenario will reduce net storage from $-1.244$ to $-1.436$ BCM, which represents an almost 15% decline in net storage compared with the baseline scenario. If both a 10% increase in pumping and 10% decrease in recharge were to take place simultaneously (Scenario 4), then the net loss in storage for the model increases from $-1.244$ (baseline) to $-1.535$ BCM, which is equivalent to a decline in water levels of 90 mm per year.

Under the climate change scenarios RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5, the net loss in storage increases substantially to $-2.815$ and $-2.214$ BCM, respectively. This outcome results from the projected lower rainfall and higher temperatures, which would drive higher evapotranspiration, especially in the RCP 8.5 scenario. The recharge in the system decreases from 3.944 BCM to 3.769 (for RCP 4.5) and 3.732 BCM (for RCP 8.5) compared with the baseline scenario. In response to high projected temperatures, outflow due to evapotranspiration is seen to increase by approximately 36–38% in RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios compared with the baseline scenario. All other water balance terms remain unchanged, except drainage
outflows, which reduce from 0.47 (baseline) to 0.27 (RCP 4.5 and 8.5) due to a lowering of the watertables from higher rates of evapotranspiration.

Table 3. Water balance assessments for Scenario 1 (baseline); Scenario 2 (10% reduced canal supplies); Scenario 3 (10% increased pumping); Scenario 4 (10% reduced canal supplies and 10% increased pumping); and the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 climate change scenarios. All values are in BCM and averaged over the simulation period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflows</th>
<th>Calibrated</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Scenario 4</th>
<th>RCP 4.5</th>
<th>RCP 8.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boundary</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drains</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Leakage</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.094</td>
<td>1.096</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>1.153</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Inflows</td>
<td>5.175</td>
<td>5.453</td>
<td>5.337</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>5.344</td>
<td>5.049</td>
<td>5.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outflows</th>
<th>Calibrated</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Scenario 4</th>
<th>RCP 4.5</th>
<th>RCP 8.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boundary</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drains</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Leakage</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>1.606</td>
<td>1.754</td>
<td>1.754</td>
<td>1.754</td>
<td>1.754</td>
<td>2.458</td>
<td>2.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recharge</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net</td>
<td>−1.04</td>
<td>−1.244</td>
<td>−1.343</td>
<td>−1.437</td>
<td>−1.535</td>
<td>−2.185</td>
<td>−2.214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7. Water Level Assessment under Different Scenarios

The spatial distribution of groundwater depths for the calibrated model and various scenarios is shown in Figure 6, with modelled temporal trends in watertable levels for selected piezometers shown in Figure 7. Depth to water (DTW) levels are divided into categories: waterlogged (dark blue in Figure 6); shallow watertables (0–1.5 m and 1.5–3.0 m—lighter blue); moderate water levels (3.0–10 m—yellow and orange); and deep water levels (>10 m—pink and red). For 2015, across all canal command areas, DTW is in the shallow or moderate watertable category. Shallow watertables can be seen at the head and mid reaches of distributaries, whereas DTW falls to moderate levels at the tail reaches, especially for canal command areas near the Indus River. This is because tail reaches near the Indus River comprise areas with more substantial reserves of non-saline groundwater that is extensively used for irrigation. DTW levels in non-irrigated areas are deeper as these areas are distanced away from where most of the recharge occurs (i.e., from irrigation return flows, canal leakage, and river inflows). In non-irrigated areas, the only source of recharge is from surrounding boundaries or from precipitation, which is minimal. For the baseline scenario, DTW levels by 2047 in the Khairpur East (KE) irrigation division are expected to change from moderate to deep, indicating declining trends. Most of KE will have DTW levels between 10 and 15 m, except the riverine area, which will maintain its moderate water levels. Such a large decline in DTW levels will deteriorate groundwater quality significantly. It is worth noting, however, that, in the simulation, the extent of groundwater extraction was not constrained. Realistically, farmers will stop pumping groundwater when its quality makes it unusable. If farmers continue pumping beyond this limit due to water shortages, then the resulting increased accumulation of salts in the root zone will have an adverse impact on agriculture land and productivity.
Figure 6. Spatial distribution of depth to groundwater level from top of natural surface in 2015 for:
(a) depth to water level in 2015 for calibrated model; and in 2047 for (b) baseline scenario; (c) 10% decrease surface water supplies; (d) 10% increase in pumping; (e) increase in pumping and 10% decrease surface water supplies; (f) RCP 4.5; (g) RCP 8.5.
Climate change scenarios also showed lowering trends for DTW, but the gradient of decline was less constant (see purple and brown lines in Figure 7). For two monitoring locations (SK-152 and NC-094), the DTW trends over time sometimes increased but mostly
decreased, with the DTW in 2047 ending up similar to that for the baseline scenario. For two other monitoring locations (B-39 in the north and SK-223 in the south), the gradient diverges from that of the baseline scenario after the year 2028, showing a less pronounced decline, and DTW for the climate change scenarios, ending up 5 m higher than for the baseline scenario. One monitoring location in Nasrat irrigation division (NC-144) revealed a reverse trend, with DTW ending up at a higher level for all scenarios due to very low groundwater extractions at that location, an area of flat topography. This trend indicates that drainage will play an important role in such areas to minimise waterlogging from rising watertables and thus maintain agricultural productivity.

5. Discussion

Given climate variability in Sindh, the region was divided into five contiguous zones using the SKATER algorithm technique based on two climate parameters: precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. Analysis of the zones generated for the Northern Rohri CCA showed a negative trend for monsoon precipitation for both RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 climate scenarios and a delay in monsoon occurrence. Potential evapotranspiration showed a decreasing trend in winter season and a significantly increasing trend in summer in both scenarios.

The groundwater budget for the Norther Rohri CCA model indicated that river–aquifer connectivity, canal recharge, evapotranspiration, and groundwater pumping for irrigation were significant components for the upper layer of the aquifer, and, for the lower layer, interlayer leakage and pumping of saline water are important considerations. The results showed that the net loss in storage over the simulation period from October 2010 to April 2014 was $-1.04$ BCM/year. The net decline in storage in Layer 1 was $-0.374$ BCM and $-0.665$ in Layer 2. The sustainable yield was estimated at $3 \pm 0.3$ BCM to allow for adaptive management during times of drought and inadequate surface supplies and to safeguard livelihoods. For the RCP 4.5 scenario, the net loss in storage over the simulation period for 2010–2047 was $-2.185$ BCM/year (compared with $-1.04$ BCM/year for the baseline scenario). The net decline in storage was $-0.625$ BCM/year in Layer 1 and $-1.558$ BCM/year in Layer 2. For the RCP 8.5 scenario, the net loss in storage over the simulation period (2010–2047) was $-2.214$ BCM/year as compared with the baseline scenario ($-1.04$ BCM/year).

Groundwater level trends show an overall declining trend. This is concerning given that the freshwater lens in Sindh is a few metres thick and overlies deeper saline groundwater. A lack of access to groundwater in the future will force farmers to reduce cropping intensity with consequent adverse impacts on food security and the need to increase food imports. Continued use of groundwater in this environment will need to be accompanied by investments in water productivity to minimise adverse impacts of waterlogging and salinisation, and to preserve the freshwater lenses for the future of groundwater irrigation in Sindh. As climatic conditions become more challenging, management rules will be needed for pumping from the freshwater zones in the upper layer to avoid salinisation of the aquifer.

Our regionalised analysis, as exemplified by the Norther Rohri CCA groundwater model and budget, also provides implications for strategies that can be adopted to achieve the above-referred measures needed to secure groundwater yields that are sustainable and to avoid waterlogging and salinisation. This is the first time an estimate of sustainable yield has been made for this important agricultural region of Sindh and this will provide the irrigation authorities with guidance on groundwater planning, which in the past has largely been ignored. Our approach has led to recommendations that groundwater management strategies be developed at regional (irrigation division) scales [33,34], drawing on similar strategies adopted in Australia. In Australia, long-term sustainable yields are determined for specific groundwater management areas through agreement with users [35,36]. These area-specific sustainable yields can be revised after 5 to 10 years of application according to
agreements that have been made with groundwater users, or in response to droughts or increased development of groundwater use in the management area.

Such a regionalised process could be developed for groundwater management areas in Sindh, which would rely on having revised and improved groundwater models in place. These would enable SID, as the manager of these water resources, to develop an improved understanding of risks to groundwater from overexploitation and salinity intrusion, as well as to support SID's capacity to meet objectives of both the National and Sindh Water Policies. The importance that the National Water Policy has placed on groundwater will require significant investment in building capacity within SID to improve management of groundwater. With effective stakeholder engagement, this will ensure an equitable framework can be developed for sustainable management of groundwater [36,37].

Setting an allocation limit based on an assessment of sustainable yield does not necessarily mean hotspots will not occur, particularly in groundwater systems in the LIB. With increasing pressures on groundwater resources, resource managers recognise that despite an overall sustainable yield for a groundwater management area, localised areas of declining groundwater levels and quality would require water level response management, especially for systems nearing full allocation [35]. Future management of groundwater in the Indus Basin will thus require improved strategies focused on hotspots where sustainable future use of groundwater is critical.

The model simulated declining groundwater levels across all five SID divisions that traverse the area. Expansion of groundwater abstractions in all divisions except Nasrat should be monitored meticulously, with allocation limits adopted in consultation with users to manage hotspots and to ensure groundwater availability with suitable quality is maintained for future users. Most of the Nasrat division has poor groundwater quality, so the likelihood of additional pumping is low. However, shallow watertable management may be required to limit the spread of waterlogging and salinity. This could be achieved by adopting crops that use less water, improving irrigation management practices, and land management. Systematic monitoring of groundwater in the Northern Rohri CCA is essential to allow irrigation agencies and farming communities to improve the management of groundwater and to allow model extension to account for the increased number of tubewells and ensure the robustness of calibration.

6. Conclusions

The canal command areas supplied from the left bank of the Sukkur Barrage is considered the food basket for the people of Sindh province. Farmers across these areas add substantially to the provincial and national economy through their agricultural activities while also supporting the livelihoods of their families by making good use of the human, land, and water resources available to them. It is important, therefore, that use of these resources is managed sustainably, especially given the projected impacts of climate change, which is expected to be felt especially severely by Pakistan [11]. Our above regional assessment of the impacts from climate change and other factors on groundwater offers tangible benefits for planning and managing the resource for the Northern Rohri CCA in particular. Based on the assessment, it can be concluded that Sindh can be divided into five zones for future climate change assessment. In Upper Sindh and Central Sindh, there will be no significant changes in precipitation but evapotranspiration will increase. As the impacts of climatic change intensify, groundwater managers will need to collaborate with users to modify how much is pumped from upper-level freshwater zones to avoid increased salinisation of the aquifer.
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